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Abstract 

 

The rationale for humanity in the modern-day battle of synthetic digital music production versus 

human performance has always been a challenging subject. Recent events of the COVID-19 

pandemic have further provoked this, as collaboration no longer has to be within physical 

proximity to be wholly authentic. With endless possibilities in synthetic digital music production, 

the vitality of human performance is challenged, particularly in a recording context.  Preliminary 

research will be therefore be performed on a small woodwind cohort, in addition to virtual 

instruments in the Hollywood Orchestra by EastWest sounds. Both ensembles will be recording 

Robert Muczynski’s Fragments for Woodwind Trio. The five fragments: Waltz, Solitude, 

Holiday, Reverie, and Exit, showcase a variety of different timbres and textures with its flute, 

clarinet, and bassoon instrumentation. Additionally, this instrumentation will provide an 

interesting perspective in terms of sound production in context of the virtual orchestral. The data 

analysis from these recording sessions will identify the key factors in creating musical cantabile, 

and whether the virtual instruments are able to successfully recreate the same effect. Historically, 

many musicians have preserved through difficult times like this, and their ability to innovatively 

adapt may well allow them to beat the machine. 
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Introduction 

 

Audio media has always been critical to the successful musician. With recent events of the 

COVID-19 pandemic, capturing outstanding media has become an increased norm when 

working towards employment in the industry. With collaboration no longer having to be within 

physical proximity to be wholly authentic, it brings to question the vitality of real live musicians. 

Additionally, synthetic digital music production is becoming increasingly realistic, with endless 

possibilities such as the international phonetic alphabet (IPA), providing virtual and accessible 

frameworks that are highly unsettling. Ultimately, what human musicians can provide in real 

time can beat the machine, but when put abreast with virtual instruments in a recording 

environment, begs to differ. 

 

This thesis will hence argue the rationale for humanity in the modern-day battle of synthetic 

digital music production versus human performance. Preliminary research will be performed on 

a small cohort, which will chronicle the learning process of music making and gather data on 

what makes human performance exciting but also problematic. The piece chosen to be recorded 

is Robert Muczynski’s Fragments for Woodwind Trio. The five fragments: Waltz, Solitude, 

Holiday, Reverie, and Exit, showcase a variety of different timbres and textures with its flute, 

clarinet, and bassoon instrumentation. In contrast to the human performance, a digitally 

synthesized recording will be created utilizing the same piece in order to analyze the different 

data sets. 
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The human performance of Muczynski’s Fragments will be recorded at the University of 

Arizona Haskell Recording Studio, with the research participants in the woodwind trio have 

varying degrees of recording experience. This was specifically chosen to additionally test for a 

correlation between number of retakes and numbers of years recording. Participant A, had the 

most experience recording in both multi-track and ambient sessions, having recorded extensively 

with the university’s large and chamber ensembles. Participant B had a moderate recording 

experience of three years, mainly from playing in large ensembles at the Fred Fox School of 

Music. Lastly, Participant C had no prior recording experience. The performance will be 

recorded in an ambient environment to mimic the nature of live performance. 

 

The digitally synthesized recording will be produced utilizing virtual instruments from the 

EastWest Hollywood Orchestra. This virtual orchestra produced by Doug Rogers and Nick 

Phoenix has received over one hundred international industry awards, setting a new industry 

standard for achieving professional sounding orchestral soundtracks.1 The high-performing 

ability of these instruments are the main reason why they dominate the current motion picture 

soundtracks. Additionally, its accessibility to be utilized in a variety of digital audio workstations 

(DAW) makes these music machines highly attractive.  

 

 

 
1 Doug Rogers, “The Hollywood Orchestra”, accessed May 1st, 2021. http://www.soundsonline.com/hollywood-
orchestra-opus-edition 
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Data 

Human Performance  

The recording session with human performers took place on February 28th of 2020. Lasting a 

cumulative of two hours, the woodwind trio completed recording Muczynski’s Fragments in 36 

takes, as seen below in Figure 1. I. Waltz, and V. Exit, had the most amount of takes, 9. The 

fourth fragment, Reverie, was a close second with 8 takes, followed by II. Solitude, with 5. 

Holiday, the third fragment, had the least amount of takes, with 4. 

 

Figure 1. 
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Virtual Instruments 

Naturally, no real-time data was collected from the synthetically produced recording. This is due 

to the machine’s ability to manufacture notes in a perfect manner on its first try. However, what 

can be considered as data would be the digitally created notes in the Sibelius notation software. 

Instead of grueling practice that the human performers had to do, time is spent in the manner of 

manually inputting these notes. This data is then exported as Musical Instrument Digital 

Interface (MIDI) into the Digital Performer DAW as seen below in Figure 2. It is in Digital 

Performer where data is translated into ‘music’ utilizing the virtual orchestra. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 

Data Analysis 

 
As predicted, there was a strong negative correlation between number of retakes and number of 

years recording. 41% of the cumulative 36 takes were retakes due to errors on Participant C’s 

behalf. Some common errors included delay due to the envelope of sound and inconsistencies in 

articulation. Participant B contributed to 22% and Participant A had the lowest of 8%. The 

remaining 29% were due to chamber ensemble issues that were brought up by the recording 

producer.  
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As with all recording projects, whether in an ambient setting or multi-tracked, the physical act of 

recording is not the challenging aspect. Instead, the postproduction process to create the final 

finished product is the most tedious. Working alongside sound engineers, Dr. Brian Luce and 

Wiley Ross, the completed human performance of Fragments took a total of 25 hours. Not only 

did this include assimilating all the individual takes and combining them to create the best 

overall product, but more importantly the adjustments that were made to create musical 

cantabile. 

 

Moreover, the synthetic digital recording also required postproduction. Although the process 

differed as individual takes did not need to be analyzed and combined. Instead, postproduction in 

terms of humanizing the recordings were required to create the correct psychoacoustics. This will 

be explored in further detail in the next section of this thesis. 

 

 

Postproduction 

 

Ultimately, the aim of the postproduction process for both live and synthetic digital music 

production is to create remarkable musical cantabile that can be successfully perceived by the 

audience. In simpler words, musical expression can be defined as shaping time within the context 

of structure and rhythm.2 As a result, the adjustments made simply chronicle the learning process 

and characteristics of remarkable music playing. After completing the postproduction process, 

 
2 David Epstein, Shaping Time: Music, The Brain, and Performance. (New York, NY: Schirmer Books, 1995).  
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three trends have been identified for successful artistic production. These main concepts are 

vibrato, tenuto and rubato. 

 

Vibrato 

 
Vibrato is the changing of intonation within a single note, yet it is one of the most defining 

factors to successful musical expression. Described as a “tremolo that could intoxicate the soul”3 

by German composer Michael Praetorius, vibrato is what gives color to the woodwind sound. 

Human musicians are capable of manipulating the speed and amplitude of vibrato by training the 

cricoarytenoid muscles in the throat to lengthen and contract, as seen below in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 

 
3 Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum Book III (Wolfenbüttel, Germany: Johannes Richter, 1619), 56. 
4 Andrew Brown, A cinefluorographic pilot study of the throat while vibrato tones are played on the flute and oboe 
(Iowa, United States: University of Iowa, 1973), 3. 
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Although it is often viewed as controversial in clarinet playing,5 vibrato is essential for the flute 

and bassoon in order to create successful musical color. One can easily portray not only 

dynamics but also convey musical intention by changing its speed and amplitude. This can be 

seen at the beginning of fragments two and four, Solitude and Reverie, in the flute part (Figures 4 

and 5). Although both sections are marked at the piano dynamic, they are drastically different in 

tempo and musical character. Muczynski marks Solitude with an Andante tempo marking, as 

well as “freely, with expression”.6 In contrast, Reverie has a more uplifted demeanor with its 

Moderato tempo. As a result, when listening to the recordings,7 the flutist has a narrower 

amplitude for Solitude, and distinctively widens it for Reverie. 

Figure 4.  

Figure 5. 

 
5 The clarinet has been one instrument in the woodwind family which has not been played extensively with the use 
of the vibrato. Its warmth, blend, flexibility, and natural beauty have not encouraged the added device. Vibrato 
distorts the clarinet tone and is mistaken to be intensity of tone. Anthony Gigliotti of the Philadelphia Orchestra 
writes: "Vibrato is not generally accepted because it tends to distort the tone of the instrument." David Weber, 
clarinetist at CBS in New York adds, "a good clarinet tone is clear and pleasant in its simplicity and does not require 
vibrato all the time.” 
6 Robert Muczynski, Fragments for Woodwind Trio (Delaware Water Gap, Pennsylvania: Shawnee Press, Inc., 
1960).  
7 Kaissy Yau, Fragments for Woodwind Trio, recorded February 2020, SoundCloud, accessed May 01, 2021, 
https://soundcloud.com/kaissy/sets/fragments-for-woodwind-trio 
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The byproducts of correct vibrato modulation can have a drastic increase in the amplitude of 

sound. However, when listening to the machine’s version of these two fragments,8 there is a 

distinct lack of musical expression as there is simply no vibrato. The virtual instruments have 

restraints as they cannot add color, nor is there the ability to modulate. As a result, dynamics also 

suffer respectively. An example of this is in the endings of both fragments two and four (Figures 

5 and 7). Muczynski marks both endings with a decrescendo into pianississimo and pianissimo. 

 

 

Figure 6. 

 

 
8 Kaissy Yau, "Fragments for Digital Woodwind Trio," recorded February 2020, SoundCloud, accessed May 01, 
2021, https://soundcloud.com/kaissy/sets/fragments-for-digital-woodwind-trio 
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Figure 7. 

 

From observing the synthetic recording, the virtual instruments have limitations with dynamics, 

particularly in such an exposed section of the piece. When paired with the lack of vibrato, the 

recording suffers. 

 

Tenuto  

 

Another defining factor of successful musical expression is tenuto, from the past principle of 

tenere, which means to hold. Tenuto is particularly helpful in changing an audience’s perception 

of an instrument. In order to stay accurately in the context of time, musicians, whether human or 

the machine, need to place the notes slightly before the beat in order to create this effect. An 

example of tenuto can be seen below in Figure 8, where the melody is exchanged between flute, 
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clarinet, and bassoon in the second fragment. When listening to the human recording,9 the 

seamless exchange is caused by the clarinet and bassoon applying tenuto to the first note of their 

phrases.  

 

 

Figure 8 

 

Contrastingly, the virtual instruments sound respectively late to the audience even though they 

are mechanically perfect in time in the synthesized recording. Therefore, in postproduction, the 

sound engineer will need to manually move the notes forward in order to create the tenuto effect. 

 

 
9 Kaissy Yau, "Fragments for Woodwind Trio," recorded February 2020, SoundCloud, accessed May 01, 2021, 
https://soundcloud.com/kaissy/sets/fragments-for-woodwind-trio 
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Another example of tenuto can be seen in the third fragment, Holiday, where Muczynski places 

tenuto on the last notes for all three instruments (Figure 9). As the eight note is already on the 

offbeat, Muczynski may well have placed the tenuto marking to offset the audience’s sense of 

pulse. With the 2/4 signature, one can expect the last note to occur on either the first or second 

downbeats, yet the tenuto marking reminds the players to be early and place the note slightly 

ahead of time. When comparing the two recordings,10 the live ending has a much more 

convincing ending. 

 

 

Figure 9. 

 

 

 
 

 
10 Kaissy Yau, "Fragments for Woodwind Trio," recorded February 2020, SoundCloud, accessed May 01, 2021, 
https://soundcloud.com/kaissy/sets/fragments-for-woodwind-trio 
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Rubato 

 
Tenuto is a subset under the general concept of rubato, which is musical expression defined by 

rhythmic freedom. Utilizing Wendell Rider’s concept of arsis to thesis,11 rubato can be utilized 

in the space between the weaker arsis beats and stronger thesis beats, creating the potential for 

beautiful phrasing. An example of this can be seen below in Figure 10. In human performance, 

the flutist utilities rubato in the solo,12 especially where Muczynski indicates the messa di voce.13 

This slight discrepancy in time further conveys the dynamic contrast and adds an interesting 

touch to the live recording. Similar to the case with tenuto in the synthetic recording, rubato has 

to be manually inputted by the sound engineer on the DAW. 

 

 

Figure 10. 

 

Another example of rubato can be found in the bassoon solo in the fourth fragment. As seen 

below in Figure 11, Muczynski wrote espressivo, which the bassoonist takes advantage of by 

utilizing rubato in the live recording. Similar to the other examples, this is missing from the 

 
11 Wendell Rider, Creative Musical Phrasing (Toledo, Ohio: The Horn Call, 2008), 3. 
12 Kaissy Yau, "Fragments for Woodwind Trio," recorded February 2020, SoundCloud, accessed May 01, 2021, 
https://soundcloud.com/kaissy/sets/fragments-for-woodwind-trio 
13 Originated in the 18th century by the bel canto singers, the mesa di voce is an Italian signing technique that focuses 

on crescendo and diminuendo on a single note. 
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virtual bassoon and had to be fixed in postproduction for the synthesized recording to portray 

musical expression to the audience.s 

 

 

 

Figure 11. 

 

A further example can be heard at the end of the fourth fragment in Figure 12. The flutist lingers 

on the last Db before moving to the F, creating musical anticipation. Although this is a minor 

adjustment on the performers’ behalf, it provides a different, more profound ending. 

 

Figure 12. 
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Rationale for Musical Training 

 

Despite the fact that the digital synthesized recording of Fragments is perfect in terms of 

intonation and rhythm, the recordings suffer from a lack of musical expression. Through data 

analysis of both recordings, the symptoms of outstanding musical cantabile are all products of 

humanity. Using the anecdote of John Henry, the steel-driving man, there are difficulties in 

recreating the real human element due to the limitations in the sampled world. Although vibrato, 

tenuto, and rubato, can be manufactured into the DAW, the cost of hiring a sound engineer may 

be better utilized in funding real live musicians. This proves the rationale for not only humanity, 

but more importantly for musical training. With the significant reduction in funding for fine arts 

programs in the U.S., especially with music education, there is hope that additional further 

research can be concluded to justify the importance of human performance, and the fact that it 

cannot be replicated by a machine. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The critical factors that showcase how man beats the machine provides a rationale for humanity 

in musical production. By thoroughly understanding vibrato, tenuto, and rubato at the highest 

artistic level, musicians should remain optimistic in hopes of facing the hardships of the current 

industry.  Historically, many musicians have preserved through difficult times like this, such as 

the Meistersingers during the Black Death, and their ability to innovatively adapt allows them to 

not only beat the machine but stay pertinent in the world. It also brings into question what art 

truly is. Is it defined by its perfection in sound and production, or rather the imperfections that 
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make it human? There is perfection in watching human beings strive, and achieving in the sport 

of music is a remarkable feat. 
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Appendix 

 

Recordings on both human performance and synthetic digital instruments can be accessed via 

https://soundcloud.com/kaissy. 

 


